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NEWS:
YKSI – A WOODEN LIGHTWEIGHT CHAIR

Fredericia presents Yksi designed by Thau & Kallio – a new wooden chair that embraces all lovers of Scandinavian design with
its sophisticated and tight appearance; infusing the chair with character while being surprisingly comfortable at the same time.
At first glance, the design of Yksi, which means no. 1 in Finnish, seems quite well known, yet it is completely new and unique
when studying it closer. The daring construction features two pairs of legs that unite in an upside down Y-shape to form a single
point support for the back and armrest, which almost appears to be hovering above the seat. This structure makes the chair
surprisingly light – both visually and in terms of weight.
Yksi is available with a comfortable seat upholstery and two chairs can be stacked for compact storage making it a perfect
choice from residential homes and professional workspaces to cafes and restaurants.
Designer’s quote
“We created Yksi on the basis of the very best craftsmanship aiming to optimize the design and aesthetics of a classic "chair" to
the simplest possible combination of the parts from which a chair is made.” – Thau & Kallio
Yksi is available from May 2018.

PRICES & DIMENSIONS
RRP incl. VAT: from EUR 530,W/D/H/SH (cm): 55 / 49 / 76 / 46
Weight (kg): 5.1
MATERIALS
Oak: Smoked stained / Black lacquered / lacquered / oiled / white oiled.
Seat upholstery available: Fabric or leather
About Fredericia
Since its foundation in 1911, the family-owned company Fredericia has built up a strong tradition of beautiful craftsmanship and
innovative design, developed in close collaboration with a circle of internationally recognised designers.
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